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About our project 

we chose to work on Rust for our final 

project. 

we implemented agile methodologies , We

conducted regular online meetings at each project step.

we held daily reviews to keep everyone on the same page.
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Memory safety issues
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Garbage collection 

unlike other languages, Rust takes a different approach to 

memory management. Instead of using garbage collection, 

Rust relies on a system of ownership, borrowing, lifetimes
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OWNERSHIP BORROWING LIFETIMES
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      Rust Meetup Tunisia:

• Established the Meetup group "Rust Tunisia", the first community in Tunisia exclusively dedicated 
to Rust.

• Throughout our meetup series, we covered the fundamental concepts of Rust, particularly 
focusing on essential aspects like memory management security.

• Our primary objective is to introduce Rust to Tunisian programmers through monthly online 
meetings.

• The group has rapidly grown to 129 members, with each meetup gathering an active participation 
ranging from 10 to 15 members.

• We prioritize active knowledge-sharing, where members not only share their experiences but also 
provide direct feedback on what they've learned in Rust.
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Innovating with Rust: A Different Path in Final Year Project

• Our final year project takes a unique direction, differentiating itself from the mainstream. We're 
immersing ourselves in Rust, an innovative language for systems programming.

• What sets us apart is our collaboration with a professional in the field. This is noteworthy as our 
institution lacks dedicated professionals in our specific domain.

• While most students opt for web or mobile application development, we've chosen a distinctive 
path.

• Opting for a different topic, learning Rust, and organizing meetups concurrently is our approach.

• As pioneers within our institution, we're enthusiastic about sharing our Rust journey and unique 
insights with fellow students
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